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IRSC and CU*Answers’ #1 development project for online retailing
Build a membership opening toolkit that automates a new member from start to finish

http://www.cuanswers.com/resources/kitchen/
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 Goal #1: Activate a person to become a member
 Create a platform to sell

 Goal #2: Create a seamless platform that 
supports both applications (MAP) and new 
member fulfillment (MOP)

 Goal #3: Create vendor relationships and 
integrate services needed but not authored by 
CU*Answers
 Underwriting identities and funding

 Goal #4: Create a platform that activates a 
member’s Internet connection with the CU

MAP/MOP: Is this a project, or a career?
Yes and yes!  We are building a new retailing approach, not just a cool tool

And when you finish all of this, move on to Goal #5: Exchange documents with 
the applicant, and Goal #6: Get their signature, and Goal #7... (you get the point)
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IRSC and CU*Answers’ #1 development project for online retailing
Build a membership opening toolkit that automates a new member from start to finish
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 MAP success story:  District Governmental Employees FCU

 Since May 1, the CU has opened 377 memberships 

via the new online app, with 270 membership 
applications pending

IRSC and CU*Answers’ #1 development project for online retailing
Build a membership opening toolkit that automates a new member from start to finish
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MAP/MOP 2016-2017

 Existing membership app expires Dec 31, 2016
 New MAP is FREE, and sets the foundation for the next 

round of enhancements yet this year

 Enhanced MAP: Sept 2016
 Promo Codes passed to CU*BASE

 Experian underwriting integration

 First MOP version: Oct 2016
 Will open a membership in CU*BASE

 Next MOP version: Jan/Feb 2017
 Funding, + new It’s Me 247 landing page 

The reasons to engage now and stay engaged
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MAP/MOP 2016-2017

 Existing membership app expires Dec 31, 2016
 New MAP is FREE, and sets the foundation for the next 

round of enhancements yet this year

 Enhanced MAP: Sept 2016
 Promo Codes passed to CU*BASE

 Experian underwriting integration

 First MOP version: Oct 2016
 Will open a membership in CU*BASE

 Next MOP version: Jan/Feb 2017
 Funding, + new It’s Me 247 landing page 

The reasons to engage now and stay engaged

DIY Alert:
Don’t like our pictures? Don’t like our forms?  
Don’t like our workflow?  The beauty in this 

process is that its API foundation means that soon, 
anyone can send a membership app to 

CU*BASE...even you.
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MAP/MOP 2016-2017

 All of this will be for naught if we cannot change the internal mindset that has been 
developing over the past few years in our shops – yours and ours
 Over-disclosure

 A false sense of control and perfectionism about when we do something, vs. when the member 
does the same thing via the Internet

 It’s more important to avoid a possible bad situation than 
trust that we can make adjustments if we take a chance 
on a good one 

 Knowing the job the members are hiring us to do, not 
expecting members to do it for us

 Needing everything to be perfect before we begin

What’s not on the drawing board that will be soon

Make the leap! Build a constant internal capability to be fluid in your 
online retailing, instead of seeing adjustments as expensive projects


